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REPORT TO MEMBERS 

13 March 2019   Ref:  21102 

METRO TRAINS  
Enterprise Agreement  
  
On the 12/3/19 the Locomotive Division and Metro Trains Melbourne (MTM) met to discuss the new 
Enterprise Agreement (EA) for the parts that affect Train Drivers. 
 

• To summarise, MTM’s position is that a number of current conditions that apply to Drivers 
would be eliminated from the EA completely. E.g. Train Drivers course. Other conditions such 
as walking times and time allocations for various driver’s tasks, including train preparations, 
would be moved from the EA to MTM’s policies and guidelines which will render those 
conditions unenforceable and subject to change at MTM’s discretion.  

 
• MTM also wishes to be able to relocate drivers to outstations if there are no volunteers to 

those locations. MTM has spoken about a Flinders St decentralization program but no details 
have been provided.  

 
• Elimination of all rosters at Flinders St was also proposed and to introduce a part time roster 

that MTM claims is a demand from drivers. MTM proposed a new part time driver would work 
4 hours a day, 5 days a week and only get paid 4 hours on the day without a guarantee of 
8 hours for the shift (this method of working would accommodate the introduction of 
Pakenham East Train Operators).  

 
It is fair to say that MTM’s position is the wholesale removal of Drivers Conditions which solicited a 

comment that MTM is not unlike North Korea in its demands. 
 
The issue of ‘Mode of Voting’ for the EA was raised; the Locomotive Divisions position is that there 
should be report back meetings occurring at numerous outstations and Flinders St, then mass 
meetings be held with management present to vote on the new EA.  MTM’s position is to have an 
Electronic Ballot in which they control who is eligible to vote, (the experience with this process was 
V/Line, where mysteriously hundreds of additional votes appeared that were people from head 
office that voted to remove drivers conditions). The only way the Locomotive Division would be 
confident that an electronic Ballot would be a true reflection of the workforce’s wishes would be to 
have a separate EA that only covered train drivers and ONLY train Drivers voted.  
 

To date the train drivers are the only group subject to a removal of nearly all of their conditions 
that currently apply. 
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